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Street Lighting History
In 1912, the Greater Portland Plan
stated:
“Portland is second to no city in the
world in the matter of street lighting”
In 1925, the ornamental street lighting
program was launched
In 1956, Portland celebrated Mercury
Vapor street lighting being installed

Equity in
Street
Lighting
Considered the
perspective of equity in
how to deliver a Citywide
LED program
Measured rollout to
prioritize areas within
census tracts

Walking While Black

Poor Lighting
Sidewalks / walking paths missing on BUSY Streets

Not enough safe places to cross busy streets

PBOT Strategic Plan

Street Lighting
Knock Downs

Is our response
time influenced by
neighborhood?

Why Aren’t Cities Doing
This Already?

Why are we working on SLRP Tracking?
◦ Implementation of strategy
◦ Use time & equity score to determine
scheduling
◦ We need good data and reporting to
eliminate/decrease disparities

◦ Ensure accountability and help
communicate and evaluate the results

Completed SLRP Items & Equity Matrix Score

Which repair/action
is next?

SLRP

Entire City vs.
High Equity Score
ARE OUR HIGHEST EQUIT Y SCORE AREAS >5
BEING SERVED SLOWER ON AVERAGE?

Precision of Equity Score

High vs Low Equity Score
EQUITY SCORE 6-10

EQUITY SCORE 2-5

Issues with the Data
Organized by Census Track
Issues with age of infrastructure
Precision of Equity Score

Street Lighting Investment & Equity

Special District
Lighting
Every unique fixture
associated with street
lighting offers substantial
costs for PBOT
Ped scale Street Lighting
fixture: $1,400
Wood pole (cobra head)
fixture: $250

Bright Ideas for Street Lighting
Innovate to reduce costs
◦ LED Street Lighting upgrades
◦ Developer requirements

The Costco approach: Only stock so many products
◦ Reduce number of fixtures and different poles where possible
◦ Reduce trend of increasing amount of pedestrian scale districts (lower cost ped scale options?)

Measure what Matters
◦ Equity focused approach
◦ Reduce response times by managing other “optional” work

Applying this Concept to Crosswalks

All Crosswalks

Case Study: PSU Campus

Case Study: PSU Campus Area

Case Study: SE 122nd Avenue

Case Study: SE

nd
122

Avenue

Issues with Crosswalk Data
Incomplete data between PBOT and ODOT
Coding issues within GIS
Historic inequities in crosswalk requests?

Questions
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Pedestrian experiences at crosswalks
• Potential point of conflict with drivers
• Racial minorities overrepresented in
pedestrian fatalities (CDC, 2013)
• Are racial minorities being treated
differently by drivers at crosswalks?

Drivers’ treatment of pedestrians
• Drivers treat pedestrians differently
•

High-status cars are less likely to yield than
low-status cars (Piff et al., 2012)
More likely to yield to people in own age group

•

More likely to yield to disabled individuals

•

(Rosenbloom, Nemrodov and Ben Eliyahu, 2006)
1992)

What about race?
•
•

May reflect implicit biases, subtle
discrimination
Face paced, discretion, distraction

(Harrell,

Study 1: Drivers’ treatment of
pedestrians by race
• Controlled field experiment in downtown Portland
• 2 lane, one way street, downstream from stop
light
• Marked zebra stripe crossing pattern
• Off peak hours, morning and afternoon
• Clear visibility
• Pedestrians:
• 3 White males, 3 Black males, mid 20 yrs old
• Standardized appearance, similar build/height
• Trained in crossing procedure
• Trained coders recorded outcomes of crossing
trials

Field Experiment: Trials
•

•
•

•

•

Trial began when first car from traffic light
change hit designated spot
Pedestrian approach edge of crosswalk, intent
to cross
Trial ended when:
• 1) car clearly yielded
• 2) entire platoon passed without yielding
Pedestrian crossed and next cued when out of
sight
Pedestrians given randomized order, crossed
individually

Study 1 Field Experiment
• 88 trials, 173 Driver subjects

Study 1 Results
Black
pedestrians
passed by
more than
twice as
many cars
(2.02 to .98)
F(1,87)= 5.95,
p= .017

Study 1 Results
Black
pedestrians
waited 32%
longer
(9.79 to 7.40)
F(1,87)= 5.31,
p= .02

Study 2 & 3: Field Experiment
• Twice at new location:
• 2 lane, one way road
• Before and after city marked
crosswalk at intersection
• Race and gender of pedestrians
• 12 pedestrians/study: 3 Black men, 3
White men, 3 Black women, and 3
White women

Field Experiments 2 and 3
• Afternoon, off peak trials
• 319 Trials in Study 2, 409 trials in Study 3

Study 2 Results: Unmarked
crosswalk
Overall low stopping rates
• 18% of trials in which any car stopped, 2.8%
first car stop
• Drivers did not differentiate among Black and
White men and women at the unmarked crosswalk
•

Study 3: Same crosswalk after receiving markings
12 new Black/White male/female pedestrians*
First car stopped on 208 out of 380 trials (55%)

Study 3 Results: First Car Stop
• χ2(3, N=380) =
6.25, p=.10
More likely to stop
for Whites than
Blacks (59% to
49%) χ2(1, N=378) =
3.87, p=.05.
More likely to stop
for females than
males (61% to
51%) χ2(1, N=378) =
4.06, p=.04
Most likely to stop
for White Women,
least likely for
Black men

Study 3 Results: Cars Passed
• Race*Gender
interaction: F(1,
373) = 2.99,
p=.09
• Black men had
more cars
passed than
Black women
(M=2.05 to
M=1.19),
t(128.59)= 2.30, p=.02.

Study 3 Results: Stop Bar

Stop bar: coded as before or after
• Before the stop bar: obeying signage, more space
to cross
• After the stop bar: closer to pedestrian, infringing
on crossing space

Study 3 Results: Stop Bar
• χ2(3, N=381) =
21.56, p<.001
• Black males &
Black
females: more
likely to stop
after bar
• White males
& White
females: more
like to stop
before bar

Focus group themes: Black
pedestrians
• Black participants reported that their
interactions with drivers were perceived to be
affected by race.
“I will come to an intersection on one side and
waiting because there’s cars, and then as
soon as a white person steps on the other
side, oh, car stops. I’m like, this is magic,
what’s going on? It was you. It wasn’t me.”

Focus group themes
Participants noted the stress caused by these
racially charged interactions.
“I think it’s stressful. It’s just an added stress
to your commute whenever—even when it’s
a leisurely commute. Stuff like that it’s, like,
you just have to, you know, I guess, just
part of the black experience of being more
aware and cautious of everything that we
do.”

Overall findings & recommendations
• Marking crosswalks effective in increasing
stopping
• But also unequitable stopping
• Reducing perceived discretion in stopping
may increase stopping rates for all
pedestrians
• Additional signage, flashing lights

• Consider equity impact in planning
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